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Honey bee worker behavioral 
maturation

R. Singh
http://beediary.wordpress.com

A. Wild



Which bee species will be most impacted by long-

term (6 weeks) of insecticide exposure?

Osmia (solitary)

Bumble bees (eusocial, small annual colonies)

Honey bees (eusocial, large perennial colonies)



Rundlof et	al	Nature	2015



Rundlof et	al	Nature	2015

So how can a honey bee colony collapse?



Perry	et	al	2015	PNAS

Stressed bees mature faster

Precocious foragers are not 
as good at collecting food

Precocious foragers do not 
live as long

Reduced forager numbers 
stimulates faster behavioral 
maturation

Not enough food or nurse 
bees to rear enough brood 
to maintain colony 



Perry	et	al	2015	PNAS



Sometimes it is not 
good to be social



Phylogeny of the 
species and 
subgenera of 
Halictus

Danforth PNAS 2002

Many species have 
reverted to non-
eusocial life cycles

Others are 
facultatively social

Important driver is 
environmental 
conditions

Sarah Kocher, Princeton





Laura	Russo	et	al	2013

Network is modular
Different types of pollinators 
(bees, flies, butterflies, moths, 
birds) tend tend to visit different 
types of plants

Network is nested
Generalist pollinators visit many 
plant species

Specialist pollinators visit a few  
plant species

Specialists visit generalist plants

Generalists visit specialist plants



Olesen et	al	PNAS	2007

Examined 51 plant –pollinator networks

All with >150 species were modular

Networks with <50 were not modular

A few species (red) are connectors



Olesen et	al	PNAS	2007

Modular structure means that disturbances 
spread more slowly

But loss of connectors may fragment 
system



Olesen et	al	PNAS	2007



Lever	et	al	2014



Collapse is sudden in a nested community

Random	network	topology	and
a	relatively	low	connectance

Observe	several	partial	collapses	
involving	the	extinction	of	few	species

Nested	communities	with	an	equal	
connectance,	however,	tend	to	exhibit	
only	one	point	of	collapse,	involving	the	
extinction	of	the	entire	community

Lever	et	al	2014




